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Homopolar Kit
P8-8350
KIT CONTENTS:
10 pieces of solid copper wire, 10 AA batteries, 30 washers and 10 small Neodymium magnets.
To see a video demonstration of how to assemble your motor and to get answers to FAQs
please visit our CoolStuff Archives at:
http://arborsci.com/CoolStuff/New_CoolStuff_Articles/C_33_1.htm

ASSEMBLY:
1. Attach one magnet to the negative terminal of the battery.
2. Attach one of the washers to the magnet. This washer will act as a
support base for your motor.
3. Referring to the picture, prepare the shape of the wire. Make a sharp
bend in the middle of the length of wire. Bending it in half will create a
balance point in the wire.
4. Next, on both sides of the sharp bend in the wire, create a curved bend
resembling a capital M with curved arches.
5. Prepare the wire to sit atop the battery and be able to rotate by straightening out both of the
long length sides of the copper wire, keeping the newly formed arches curved. Having both of
these two sides the same length will allow the wire to hang equally along side the battery in
step 6. The wire will hang longer than then length of the battery.
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6. Fit the wire to the battery by placing the sharp bend created on step 3 on
the center of the positive end of the battery. Bend an arch into each wire
length at the point where the wire is at the magnet and washer base.
These bends of the wire should help point the wire in the direction of the
base (negative terminal of the battery). Set the wire aside.
7. Referring to the picture, place the other 2 washers on the positive terminal
of the battery (the top of your motor). These will help center the copper wire.
8. Place the wire on top of the washers, using the sharp bend from step 3 to balance the wire
on the battery.
9. Adjust the bends in the ends of the wires to allow the wire ends to just brush up against the
magnet at the base. Make sure one end is on one side of the magnet and the other end is on
the opposite side of the magnet. Your wire should start rotating as your motor starts working!

HOW IT WORKS:
This simple Homopolar Motor shows how moving charges (an electric current) experience a force
when they move through a magnetic field. When the wire is in place, current flows from the battery’s
positive terminal, through the wire, radially through the magnet, and into the battery’s negative
terminal.
The direction of the force is perpendicular to both the direction of the current and the direction of the
magnetic field, as demonstrated by the Left Hand Rule.


The magnetic field is vertical, relative to the table.



The current is radially inward at the lower point of contact, toward the center of the battery.



The resulting force on the current-carrying wire is tangential. The tangential force, or torque,
causes the wire to rotate.

Note that only one connection to the magnet is necessary for the motion to occur. Creating two
connections doubles the resulting force, creating a faster spin. Try bending the wire into different
shapes, such as a spiral that rests one end on the positive terminal and curls around the battery.
Prolonged use may cause battery to overheat.
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